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Improvements by the Federal Government was—there °reason to believe—forever withdrawn from the action of eminent* Not that any such consequence can be attribu opinion or action of any man who may for a season be its head, for no one conversant with human nature or with of political events will ever expect with confidence sue! from such causes. The opinion I have expressed is fc more potent considerations. Every effort in the directio to was certainly suspended for eleven years and other fielc tion in behalf of such works were soon found and occu a people as impulsive as ours eleven years of denial and almost equivalent to an eternal veto, and those who n that the passion for Internal Improvements, so rampant i of the Federal Government at the commencement of th administration, would seek other and constitutional dire its gratification, if that could be perseveringly denied t for even a shorter period, stand justified by the event. . works of that character which it was ever hoped might ] and useful to the Country, have been made by or und* thority of the State Governments. All motive for enl interference of the National Government for generations has thus been superseded. In the cases of wild and unpr speculative projects, losses, to the extent of many millic the Treasury would have sustained if these works had structed under Federal authority, have fallen with a wei< ished by the vigilance inspired by private interest and supervision, upon the shoulders of those who expected to mi by them, instead of emptying the national coffers, to be by taxes collected from the mass of the people who woulc rived no exclusive advantages from their success.
We have had two administrations of the Federal Governn politics were of the Governmental-improvement stamp, of the old projects have been brought forward—resolutions of Internal Improvements have been dropped from the par forms of the party that suported those administrations. ^ and the practice—except as to cases not involved in the ger tion—are both, exploded as regards the action of the Fee ernment and the signal advantages which the Country 1: from this result so far as they have not been now refered elsewhere noticed.

